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Eco-efficient biorefineries: Techno-fix for resource constraints?
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Abstract
An eco-efficient bioeconomy has been widely promoted to alleviate resource constraints of rising global demand. An integrated, diversified biorefinery would convert diverse non-food biomass into valuable products, thus providing input-substitutes for fossil fuels within current infrastructures. This agenda intensifies various resource burdens and market competition to supply cheap biomass. Biorefinery innovation trajectories have the same drivers as the current production-consumption patterns expanding global demand for food, feed, fuel, etc. More efficient, flexible conversion of biomass will strengthen financial incentives to intensify resource extraction, especially by industrialising agri-forestry systems. Such a techno-fix depends on cheapening resource supplies without paying for their societal and environmental costs.
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Introduction
A future bioeconomy has been widely promoted as crucial means to alleviate constraints of rising global demand for natural resources. Policy and industrial agendas together envisage biorefineries which could more efficiently convert renewable biomass, preferably non-food material and bio-waste. Its conversion would yield diverse products plus energy, thus substituting for fossil fuels.

For such conversion, a biorefinery is ‘the sustainable processing of biomass into a spectrum of marketable products’, as defined by the International Energy Agency (IEA, 2014). It would be made sustainable by technoscientific advance: Given ‘the growing demand for food, energy and water… only the use of new technologies will allow us to bridge the gap between economic growth and environmental sustainability in the long run’ (WEF, 2010). Contrary to such claims for future benefits, skeptics have anticipated various harms from expanding biorefineries.
Starting from such debates, this review paper investigates assumptions and economic-political drivers of biorefinery priorities. This builds on a study of the EU’s bioeconomy agenda during 2008-10 (see Acknowledgements section). This earlier study asked interviewees numerous questions such as, ‘How does the bioeconomy change the role and meaning of agriculture?’, and “How does technoscientific advance depend upon wider societal changes?” Interviewees encompassed EU-level research managers and stakeholders from industry, farmers and NGOs. As the analysis showed, a future European bioeconomy has divergent trajectories – based either on Life Sciences or else on agroecology (Levidow et al., 2012, 2013).

This paper investigates further the Life Sciences trajectory of future biorefineries – their preconditions, assumptions and implications. It draws on a follow-up analysis of documents from the US and well as the EU contexts. Sources encompass government agencies, expert bodies and various stakeholder groups; see the Box for a list of organisational abbreviations.

It discusses the following questions:

● What drives state and industry bodies to promote biorefinery development?
● On what assumptions can future biorefineries alleviate resource constraints and their sustainability problems?
● How do those assumptions relate to the current causes of resource-sustainability problems?
● What wider role is played by a policy vision for future biorefineries?

The paper is structured by five main sections: 1) sustainability claims and doubts around future biorefineries; 2&3) debates over such issues in the US and EU, respectively; 4) critical perspectives from Science and Technology Studies (STS) and human geography, e.g. socio-technical imaginaries, the techno-fix as a performative device, the rebound effect and capital accumulation by dispossession; and 5) conclusion answering the above questions.

**Promoting eco-efficient biorefineries**

Given the global conflict between resource demands versus environmental sustainability, solutions are being sought through biorefineries in a bioeconomy perspective. This section analyses the corporate vision for novel biofuels (and other industrial products), their commercial drivers and prospects to lower resource burdens. How do the drivers relate to innovation priorities and sustainability implications? A political-economic imperative to avoid structural change directs R&D towards input substitutes, thus limiting the prospects for sustainability, as this section argues.

**Extending agro-industry for biorefinery feedstocks**

Biofuels have substituted renewable biomass for fossil fuels. But biofuels generally cannot compete economically with oil and so have depended on mandatory quotas and/or subsidy, officially justified by various societal benefits. But the putative benefits were apparently contradicted – by displacement or diversion of food crops, land grabs, environmentally harmful cultivation methods, intensified forest management, waste by-products and dubious savings in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. NGO networks highlighted such harm in 2007-2008, especially as a basis to oppose the EU’s biofuel targets for 2020 (Econexus et al., 2007). Their intervention provoked controversy over criteria and prospects for truly ‘sustainable biofuels’ (Franco et al., 2010; Levidow, 2013; Searchinger et al., 2008; Söderberga and Eckerberg, 2013; TU-E/NWO, 2015).

Partly in response to the controversy, conventional biofuels were retrospectively renamed ‘first generation’, as if they were a temporary stage towards the next generation. For second-generation biofuels, the feedstock was envisaged as non-food parts of plants, e.g. post-harvest residues in agricultural fields and forests, or non-food plants such as grasses, ideally cultivated on ‘marginal land’. These future fuels are meant to use resources that are otherwise under-utilized or undervalued, especially waste and surplus land, as a basis to avoid land-use competition with food production (DCSR, 2012; Europabio, 2007; IAE, 2010; numerous sources cited in Levidow and Paul, 2011).

Relative to conventional biofuels, second-generation ones are even less economically viable, though costs could be lowered by various means – e.g., technology improvement, higher conversion efficiencies and better transport logistics’, according to an expert report (IAE, 2010). Their prospects for greater sustainability will be contingent on specific circumstances:

Depending on the feedstock choice and the cultivation technique, second-generation biofuel production has the potential to provide benefits such as consuming waste residues and making use of abandoned land. In this way, the new fuels could offer considerable potential to promote...
rural development and improve economic conditions in emerging and developing regions. However, while second-generation biofuel crops and production technologies are more efficient, their production could become unsustainable if they compete with food crops for available land. Thus, their sustainability will depend on whether producers comply with criteria like minimum lifecycle GHG reductions, including land use change, and social standards. (ibid.).

In a future vision for biofuels and beyond, a biorefinery will more efficiently break down the plant cells' key components (starch, cellulose and hemicellulose) to obtain the building blocks of the chemical industry, generally pursuing a one-to-one substitution strategy. Within an agro-industrial bioeconomy vision, plant resources are being redesigned as more flexible biomass, through easier decomposition and recomposition into various industrial products (sources cited in Levidow et al., 2013a).

Such flexibility was anticipated by an international research network funded by the US and EU. It aimed to design new generations of bio-based products derived from plant raw materials (EPOBIO, 2006). Its bioeconomy vision would change the role of agriculture, which becomes analogous to oil wells: ‘It was noted by DOE and EU that both the US and EU have a common goal: Agriculture in the 21st century will become the oil wells of the future – providing fuels, chemicals and products for a global community’ (BioMat Net, 2006).

Towards future biorefineries, research seeks more efficient techniques for converting biomass to cellulosic bioethanol and other industrial products, while also expanding opportunities for proprietary knowledge, as envisaged in an OECD report (Murphy et al., 2007). Patents have been obtained or are expected for components at several stages (Carolan, 2009). Indeed, the search for intellectual property ‘has a strong influence on science’, according to a trans-Atlantic expert network on the bioeconomy (EC-US Task Force, 2009).

This biorefinery vision naturalises changes in future markets and land use, as expressed in a major report by the World Economic Forum. Here future rises in market demand appear simply as objective force – an ‘exponentially increasing demand’ for raw materials – as if this were exogenous to the industrial sectors fulfilling and stimulating the demand. This ‘may shift the relative economics of food/feed production vs other land uses, such as cellulosic energy crops’ (WEF, 2010). This shift is implicitly attributed to the invisible hand of the market, while also demanding policy support: governments must ‘support significant investments in R&D technology by creating markets…’ (WEF, 2010).

Biorefinery promoters seek input-substitutes for oil in order to maintain the capital value of previous infrastructural investment – against threats of truly novel systems. In particular, ‘the automotive industry is currently most concerned with the threat posed by non-fuel propulsion systems’, e.g. hydrogen cells. This threat has been ‘giving focus to the development of new fuel technology that may allow these to continue to dominate the automotive industry’ (ibid.). As a key priority, ‘drop-in’ fuels would provide exact substitutes for petrol within current infrastructure, thus maintaining its investment value while portraying it as a ‘low-carbon’ system (Birch and Calvert, 2015; Levidow and Papaioannou, 2013; Levidow et al., 2013b). This political-economic imperative to avoid structural change drives R&D towards input substitutes, partly by redesigning organisms and conversion techniques. The global biorefinery agenda seeks more flexible input-sources, increasing the power of processors over suppliers near the bottom of the value chain (Borras et al., 2015).

Fulfilling the future market demand will depend on further integrating value chains, argues the expert report:

The newly established value chain will have room for non-traditional partnerships: grain processors integrating forward, chemical companies integrating backwards, and technology companies with access to key technologies, such as enzymes and microbial cell factories joining them (WEF: 20).

Through such vertical integration, the global South will have greater business opportunities to supply raw materials:

… a new international division of labour in agriculture is likely to emerge between countries with large tracts of arable land – and thus a likely exporter of biomass or densified derivatives – versus countries with smaller amounts of arable land (ibid.)

In particular Africa has a great economic opportunity but faces several challenges:
One is their low agricultural productivity caused by suboptimal agricultural practices, such as lack of fertilizers, deficient crop protection, shortcomings in the education and know-how of farm workers, insufficient irrigation and the dominance of smallholder subsistence farming (ibid.).

Or expressed less euphemistically, Africa must weaken peasants’ land-tenure to replace their agriculture systems with chemical-intensive agro-industrial plantations, as a prerequisite to supply feedstock for biorefineries. This political-economic driver limits the prospects for environmental sustainability and local livelihoods, as next illustrated by resource burdens.

**Driving water demand and pollution?**

Alongside harmful changes in land-use, biofuel production has already used and polluted greater flows of water, thus undermining other land uses. This experience generated debate over implications of converting more biomass as an oil substitute. For bioenergy in general, a UNEP expert report highlighted the water issues, which have wider relevance: ‘most of the concerns raised in this report are not unique to bioenergy, but are examples of larger, systemic issues in agriculture, industry, land use and natural resource management’ (UNEP *et al.*, 2011).

Biofuels consume much more water than fossil fuels, especially when the feedstock comes from irrigated crops (ibid.). As the report suggests

> "… biofuels are very water-intensive relative to other energy carriers. This increased water demand can place considerable stress on available water supplies. Similarly, little attention has been paid to the opportunities that bioenergy may present for adaptation to water constraints. New drought-tolerant plant types could be cultivated as biofuel feedstock, and might be integrated with food and forestry production in ways that improve overall resource management… (UNEP *et al.*, 2011)."

Also beneficial would be: cultivating rain-fed crops on marginal land, or shifting land use from arable crops to perennial woody crops, argues the report (ibid: 15, 44). It is silent about the incentives that would favour such practices over more profitable ones, e.g. cultivating and industrialising the most fertile land, clearing forests or turning them into plantations, thus maximising production of commodity crops.

Moreover, the term ‘marginal’ is deceptive, concealing the important role of land and its resources for local livelihoods: An area can be seen as grassland, and therefore marginal, even though it may well be part of a traditional way of farming with or part of pastoralists’ seasonal herding practices, or a space valued as a buffer zone. It may have a particular cultural or ecological significance… [however] State-centric land-use classifications – such as ‘marginal lands’, ‘empty lands’ and so on – have become the defining concepts in development processes, whether or not they have any basis in reality (Borras and Franco, 2012).

Alongside competing uses or meanings of land, biomass cultivation and processing impose great burdens on natural resources. For example, maize-based biofuel refineries produce 13 litres of waste water for each litre of ethanol. The nitrogen applied as fertilizer (now 45 million t/a) has not only doubled the natural volume of the nitrogen cycle, but also evaporates in particular from tropical agriculture as N₂O, a greenhouse gas 300 times as harmful as CO₂. Besides the water used in agricultural cultivation, additional demand comes from the refining process, waste and waste water treatment, distribution systems, etc. (Spangenberg and Settele, 2009).

At the cultivation stage, water supply remains a serious problem even in the metabolically more efficient, faster C₄ plants (e.g. maize, grasses, sugarcane, sorghum). These are cultivated mainly in tropical regions; their optimal growth temperature is between 30-45°C. By contrast C₃ plants function between 15-25°C. Nevertheless to produce 1 kg of dry biomass, C₄ plants still need 230-250 litres of water – either from rain, from ground water or from irrigation. Comprising most crops, C₃ plants need 2-3 times as much water. (The two categories differ in enzymatic pathway for CO₂ conversion.) In both pathways, one molecule of water is consumed for each molecule of carbon dioxide fixed.. According to critics, ‘these high-yielding plants, in order to realize their potentials, are dependent on intensive, large-scale, mostly monoculture agriculture or forestry’ (Spangenberg and Settele, 2009).

Some biofuels are accompanied by co-products, which potentially offer economic benefits from extra income and environmental benefits from substitution for oil. As a basis to account for ‘avoided water use’, the UNEP report optimistically assumes that co-products always substitute for production
elsewhere (UNEP et al., 2011). Yet they more plausibly supplement it, thus expanding global markets. Regardless of that outcome, the processing pollutes water:

The main sources of pollution are clearly related to the use of pesticides and fertilizers, but also to certain co-products (e.g. vinassee) from the industrial pathways of some feedstocks. The impacts of these co-products on water quality depend upon several natural factors, as well as on the severity of the impacts and their effects, including indirect and cumulative ones (ibid.). Further to that example, biomass cultivation and processing degrades water supplies. In Brazil’s bioethanol production, sugar cane processing creates environmental problems, such as waste water depleting oxygen in water systems. Each litre of ethanol generates 12 litres of bagasse, a red-acid fluid with a high oxygen demand in waste-water treatment, as well as causing air pollution from sugar cane straw incineration. The harm extends beyond the plantations, for instance through the deterioration of wetlands, streams, rivers and reservoirs by silt and sediment, loaded with polluting chemicals (Martinelli and Filoso, 2008).

If biorefineries allow food inputs to be replaced with non-edible feedstocks, then will this alleviate resource burdens? According to an expert study on countries in the global South, freshwater supply is an increasing problem, so priority should be given to ‘feedstock sources like agricultural and forestry residues that do not require irrigation’. And the removal of primary residues, e.g. straw, ‘could lead to nutrient extraction that has to be balanced with synthetic fertilisers to avoid decreasing productivity’ (IEA, 2010). Resource constraints and environmental burdens continue, regardless of the specific feedstock.

The next two sections look at how those sustainability issues have arisen in debates over future biorefineries in the US and EU, respectively. The US agenda has focused on more efficiently using domestic biomass for lowering dependence on oil. By contrast, with a broader ambition, the EU agenda seeks to make biomass a more flexible input for integrating industrial sectors.

**US debate over future biorefineries**

In the name of energy independence, the US government has promoted corn (maize) bioethanol through various policies – renewable fuel standards, tax credits, loans, ethanol-import tariffs, etc. Yet maize-based bioethanol has been widely criticised as unsustainable, both financially and environmentally. Such criticisms stimulated a biorefinery vision: technoscientific advance would more efficiently convert lignocellulosic feedstock, avoid competition with food biomass and provide a more cost-effective method of biofuel production (Congressional Budget Office, 2010: 7). In this vision, moreover, the biorefinery co-product (DDGS) would substitute for conventional animal feed, whose production normally depends on petroleum-based grains. In such ways, US biorefinery innovation has envisaged more efficient ways of using domestic biomass to lower national dependence on oil. This section analyses assumptions, drivers and sustainability implications of the US vision.

**Benignly replacing oil?**

Debates over a future bioeconomy were prefigured in early exchanges among experts. As the Cold War ended, ‘security’ agendas expanded to conflicts over natural resources, especially oil imports. According to a former CIA Director, a bio-based economy would lower import costs and enhance energy security: a rational approach is to substitute biofuels from locally grown materials, especially cellulosic biomass (NABC, 2000). Although accepting that this vision could be beneficial, the consumer rights advocate Ralph Nader warned that any technology can be used to concentrate power; this could extend farmers’ integration into contract arrangements with little bargaining power (NABC, 2000).

To realise the vision of cellulosic fuels, the US government has funded R&D for novel biorefineries. From its mandate in the Energy Policy Act 2005, the Department of Energy has funded several components and pathways, especially for cellulosic bioethanol, given the abundance of waste cellulose from agriculture. Its more efficient conversion warrants horizontal integration: ‘A robust fusion of the agricultural, industrial biotechnology, and energy industries can create a new strategic national capability for energy independence and climate protection’ (US DoE, 2006). Research topics include genomics research that will improve biomass characteristics, biomass yield, or sustainability, and novel microbial systems that can increase bioconversion efficiency and thus lower biofuel cost (US DoE, n.d.).
Such R&D gained a further boost from the Energy Independence and Security Act 2007, which requires that 16 billion gallons of US transportation fuel be cellulosic biofuel by 2022. This requirement was expected to stimulate cellulosic biofuel patents, especially for biodiesel (Kamis and Joshi, 2008). To promote such innovation, in 2009 the US government announced $800m economic stimulus funding for research into second-generation biofuels made from non-food crops such as grasses and algae, as well as $1.1bn in new financing for commercial development, e.g. for biorefineries and related infrastructure. Meanwhile subsidy for all biomass feedstock continued: During 2013 biomass producers benefited from $629m in support, including $332m in direct expenditures, $46m in tax expenditures and $251m in R&D (EIA, 2015). Research encompasses numerous approaches to redesign crops for their interactions with soil microbes, as means to enhance the extraction of dry biomass while minimising nutrient loss to soil (US DoE, 2015).

Although R&D prioritises conversion of non-edible biomass, even its usage will impose resource burdens. When former President George W. Bush warned against ‘oil addiction’ in his 2006 State of the Union speech, he mentioned switchgrass as a long-term solution beyond corn bioethanol. This option provoked warnings from NGOs and scientists: switchgrass normally helps to sequester carbon, preserve soil fertility, and conserve wildlife on set-aside land, so these benefits would be undermined by large-scale harvesting for biofuels.

Another potential feedstock for future biofuels, crop residues, are normally tilled back into the soil after harvest. This replenishment is necessary to maintain soil health as well as to avoid soil erosion in ‘no till’ cultivation; so such benefits could be undermined by removing residues for biorefineries, argue numerous critics (e.g. Tokar, 2010). Likewise, ‘Removing corn stover or other agricultural residues means soils get more compacted and less organic matter is recycled back into the soils, which are also left more exposed to erosion’ (Smolker, 2014). According to the Global Forest Coalition, Crop residues left to decompose in agricultural soils are an important means of regenerating and stabilizing soils. Removing them, even a portion, will decrease the soil organic content, alter soil texture, increase erosion, decrease water retention, and lead to an overall decline in productivity and further degradation of agricultural soils (GFC, 2008).

Also contentious are water demands on the production process. US experts warned that biofuel production already puts extra pressures on natural resources, especially water. For conventional biofuels, 4 gallons of water are needed to produce 1 gallon of ethanol – far more than the water needed for petroleum processing. Moreover, ‘In the longer term, the likely expansion of cellulosic biofuel production has the potential to further increase the demand for water resources in many parts of the United States,’ though this is difficult to predict, according to an expert report (US NAS, 2007). To displace just one-quarter of US gasoline usage, ‘Even cellulosic ethanol would require 146 gallons of water per gallon and 35 percent of the [US] cropland (Geis, 2010).

Industry plans to intensify forestry for biomass harvesting. This means turning forests into monoculture plantations, especially in the southeastern US, which already has a large woodchip export to Europe. Industry also seeks more biomass from ‘thinning and restoration’, especially in western states.

US foresters have warned against such plans: ‘bioenergy use…and invasive species will significantly alter the South’s forests between 2010 and 2060…23 million acres of forest are projected to decrease’. They anticipate lower water availability, resulting in more frequent and severe wildfires (USFS, 2011). ArborGen’s genetically modified (GM) eucalyptus has been field-tested in the southeastern USA; approval for commercial use is expected. Yet the US Forest Service anticipates that eucalyptus plantations would use twice as much water as native forests and would reduce stream flow 20 % more than existing pine plantations (USDA Final Environmental Assessment, 2010).

Conventional trees already were causing environmental problems, so the prospect of GM eucalyptus became even more contentious:

We are also concerned about the potential impacts of eucalyptus plantations on other ecosystem processes, including fire frequency and intensity. The leaves of eucalyptus trees produce large amounts of volatile oils… consequently, dense eucalyptus plantations are subject to catastrophic firestorms. The eucalyptus trees will lower water tables and decrease ground moisture…increasing the chance of wildfire ignition (Georgia Dept of Natural Resources, 2010).

The Union of Concerned Scientists warned that novel biofuels could extend the current harm from conventional biofuels, especially by depleting water and soil:
As cellulosic biofuels production grows to a scale of billions of gallons a year, demand for feedstocks like energy crops will start to compete with food and feed production for scarce agricultural resources i.e., fertile land, water, and nutrients (Martin, 2010).

Thus beneficent expectations depend on optimistic assumptions about restricting expansion. In 2014 the US’ first biorefinery started producing cellulosic biofuels from corn stover as feedstock.

Praise for lowering oil consumption came from many quarters, e.g. the Union of Concerned Scientists (Martin, 2014). But such biofuels release 7% more CO₂ than the oil they supposedly replace, especially by decreasing soil organic carbon, according to a government-funded computer-model study (Liska et al., 2014). The GHG imbalance is even greater if they supplement oil, thus further reinforcing the current transport system. According to a critic, ‘this is the antithesis of the “relocalise and scale-down” production models that grassroots activists view as key’ to a better future (Smolker 2013: 523). Government subsidy has been expanded: under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 2013, grants initially funded 19 biorefinery projects, gaining a total $564m, along with private investments of $700m, again in the name of enhancing energy independence.

**Benignly substituting for animal feed?**

As an early form of biorefinery, maize feedstock for bioethanol production offers a co-product in the form of ‘dried distillers grain with solubles’ (DDGS). This can be further combusted into energy or else used as animal feed, seen as a benign substitute for soya production with fossil fuels. This has been promoted as an eco-efficiency improvement: ‘DDGS could even replace protein-rich feed such as soy, with 20% higher land-use efficiency than conventional feed’ (WEF, 2010). On grounds that DDGS substitutes for fossil fuels, US bioethanol producers advocated a discount in GHG emissions, by analogy to EU rules (EC, 2009).

DDGS has become an integral part of the industrial livestock system. For several years, agribusiness companies have integrated the grain-biofuel-feed chain, while seeking large-scale profitable markets for DDGS. Their sales have comprised as much as 1/5 the total income for US bioethanol refineries (Moen, 2009). Bioethanol plants have been located nearby livestock production to optimise resource flows. Some ethanol refineries use manure to generate energy and then feed DDGS to nearby cattle.

Despite techno-optimistic assumptions about input-substitution, cows fed DDGS generate manure containing high levels of nitrogen and phosphorous; this contributes to high NO₂ emissions, thus undermining GHG savings. After being fed DDGS, moreover, many cows suffered *E. coli* infections (Shattuck, 2008). DDGS has a high sulphur content which causes neurological disease in livestock. DDGS is difficult for livestock to digest, sometimes resulting in gastrointestinal illness and even human illness from *E. coli* in contaminated meat.

Bioethanol production uses numerous chemicals – e.g. antibiotics, antifoam and boiler chemicals – whose residues end up in DDGS. This aggravates the long-standing problem of livestock production generating antibiotic-resistant bacteria. After the US FDA found antibiotic residues in DDGS samples taken from ethanol plants in 2008, it required prior approval of antibiotics as ‘food additives’ before they can be used there. But the FDA failed to enforce its own rule, even after several years (Olmstead, 2009, 2012).

Thus DDGS production contributes to the more general threat of food degradation and antibiotic resistance undermining therapeutic use. Claims for GHG savings depend on overly optimistic assumptions about benign substitution for animal feed, as if plant products were flexibly interchangeable. Despite the harmful effects and dubious safety assumptions, there are efforts to use DDGS for pig, poultry, pet and even human food.

**EU debate over future biorefineries**

EU bioeconomy agendas have aimed to facilitate new market opportunities for novel techniques and products, alongside lower resource burdens. At the 2007 Cologne Summit of the European Council, its President declared, ‘Europe has to take the right measures now and to allocate the appropriate resources to catch up and take a leading position in the race to the Knowledge-Based Bio-Economy’, henceforth called the KBBE (EU Presidency, 2007). Likewise when the Belgian Presidency hosted a follow-up conference on the KBBE, the DG Research Commissioner stated: ‘Today, Europe has a strong life sciences and biotechnology research base to support the development of a sustainable and smart Bio-Economy’ (Geoghegan-Quinn, 2010). This section investigates assumptions, drivers and sustainability implications of the EU vision.
Integrating industrial sectors

As a sustainability rationale for biorefineries, they will help society to ‘live within its limits’ through renewable resources and their more efficient use (Geoghegan-Quinn, 2012). Yet such visions stretch any limits through techno-optimistic assumptions about a resource cornucopia, as in the Declaration of an EU Presidency conference:

The perceived conflict between food and non-food production from arable land could be overcome by using agricultural crop and forestry residues and bio-degradable waste as well as selecting feedstock such as algae and other under-exploited resources from aquatic and marine environments, and by using existing and new knowledge and technologies to increase biomass yield (DCSR, 2012).

Industry seeks a flexible horizontal integration, diversifying biomass sources and its potential uses (www.bio-economy.net). As a primary means to extract and recompose valuable substances through a biorefinery, ‘Biotechnology has the potential greatly to improve the production efficiency and the composition of crops and make feedstocks that better fit industrial needs’ (EPOBIO, 2006). By enhancing biomass decomposability, this agenda links major agricultural industries – e.g., seed, fertilizer, pesticide, commodities and biotechnology – with the energy sector, including the oil, power, and automotive industries. To formulate R&D agendas, the European Commission initially funded various technology platforms – for biofuels, plants, food, animal breeding, etc.

In an early rationale for the EU to fund biorefinery R&D, second-generation biofuels were expected to ‘boost innovation and maintain Europe’s competitive position in the renewable energy sector’, according to the European Commission (CEC, 2007). In its view, ‘long-term market-based policy mechanisms could help achieve economies of scale and stimulate investment in “second generation” technologies which could be more cost effective’ (CEC, 2006).

R&D agendas have favoured technology for biomass conversion to liquid fuel for several reasons. This opens up links with other industries and export markets, as well as a potential basis for multiplying value chains. It also accommodates the existing transport infrastructure, locked into liquid fuel technologies, according to the European Biofuels Technology Platform (EBTP, 2008: SRA-1). Likewise the vehicle industry seeks ‘drop-in’ fuels as substitutes within current infrastructure for liquid fuel, thus minimising the future extra demand for oil (Levidow et al., 2013b).

Looking beyond biofuels, the European Biofuels Technology Platform develops strategies to optimize valuable products from novel inputs. It requests funds to ‘develop new trees and other plant species chosen as energy and/or fiber sources, including plantations connected to biorefineries’. For advanced biofuels, a biorefinery needs: ‘Ability to process a wide range of sustainable feedstocks while ensuring energy and carbon efficient process and selectivity towards higher added value products’, e.g., specialty chemicals from novel inputs (EBTP, 2008: SRA-23). Such R&D agendas facilitate and drive land-use change towards agro-industrial plantations.

More ambitiously, the ‘integrated diversified biorefinery’ has been envisaged to diversify inputs and outputs, especially through novel enzymes and processing methods, generating diverse by-products including biofuels:

the integrated diversified biorefinery – an integrated cluster of industries, using a variety of different technologies to produce chemicals, materials, biofuels and power from biomass raw materials agriculture – will be a key element in the future. And although the current renewable feedstocks are typically wood, starch and sugar, in future more complex by-products such as straw and even agricultural residues and households waste could be converted into a wide range of end products, including biofuels (EuropaBio, 2007).

This seeks horizontal integration of agriculture with the oil, chemical and transport industries, thus optimizing the market value of resources and intellectual property. Inputs and outputs can be flexibly adjusted according to temporary market advantage, thus throwing suppliers into greater competition with each other and intensifying agri-production systems.

Elaborating the ‘oil well’ analogy, ‘New developments are ongoing for transforming the biomass into a liquid ‘biocrude’, which can be further refined, used for energy production or sent to a gasifier’ (Biofrac, 2006:). The biocrude metaphor naturalises the use and redesign of plants as functional substitutes for fossil fuels, and thus for horizontally integrating agriculture with other industries. The sustainability problem becomes a technical task to access and optimise renewable resources, i.e.
decomposable biomass. According to the predecessor of the Biofuels Technology Platform, in the year 2020:

Integrated biorefineries co-producing chemicals, biofuels and other forms of energy will be in full operation. The biorefineries will be characterised, at manufacturing scale, by an efficient integration of various steps, from handling and processing of biomass, fermentation in bioreactors, chemical processing, and final recovery and purification of the product (Biofrac, 2006).

The prospect of second-generation lignocellulosic fuels illustrates how market opportunities frame technical problems. Lignin in plant cell walls impedes their breakdown, thus limiting the use of the whole plant as biomass for various uses including energy. For agricultural, paper and biofuel feedstock systems, ‘lignin is considered to be an undesirable polymer’ (EPOBIO, 2006) – and so must be redesigned. As NGOs have warned, however: ‘due to lignin’s central role in insect and disease resistance, experimental low-lignin plants have so far been found to be highly susceptible to a variety of fungal diseases’ (GFC, 2008).

Some experts have raised doubts about biomass as a general solution for sustainability problems. Whenever second-generation biofuels eventually materialise, their production ‘could result in competition between sectors for feedstock’, according to an expert report for the UK’s relevant Ministry (AEA, 2011: viii). Thus future biofuels may not overcome inter-sectoral competition for biomass and thus resource constraints.

**Subsidising scale-up**

Substantial funds have been allocated to R&D agendas focused on biorefineries under the EU’s Framework Programme 7 in the Energy, Environment and Agriculture work programmes. The overall programme has several aims which include: ‘enhancing energy efficiency, including by rationalising use and storage of energy; addressing the pressing challenges of security of supply and climate change, whilst increasing the competitiveness of Europe’s industries’ (DG Research/Energy, 2006).

Substantial funds have therefore been allocated to R&D agendas focused on novel biofuels under the EU’s Framework Programme 7, in both the Energy and Agriculture programmes. Informed by industry’s priorities, the EU funded a joint call for proposals on ‘Sustainable Biorefineries’, initially offering €80m total grants. The overall programme has several aims which include: ‘enhancing energy efficiency, including by rationalising use and storage of energy; addressing the pressing challenges of security of supply and climate change, whilst increasing the competitiveness of Europe’s industries’ (DG Research/Energy, 2006).

In these ways, renewable energy is framed as more efficiently linking agriculture with energy for proprietary knowledge in global value chains. The Commission also proposed a large expenditure programme under the ‘sustainable bio-energy Europe initiative’, likewise favouring liquid fuel processes within diversified biorefineries (CEC, 2009).

As an argument for even more state funds, a successful diversified biorefinery depends on government subsidies for research and development and demonstration (R&D&D) plants. According to the European Biofuels Technology Platform, the necessary investment is too costly and commercially risky for the private sector, which therefore requests much more public funds to cover the risks. Testing commercial viability requires an expensive scale-up: ‘With an estimated budget of €8 billion over 10 years, 15-20 demonstration and/or reference plants could be funded’ (EBTP, 2010).

This vision has justified allocation of €4.7bn to the bioeconomy in Horizon 2020, the EU’s research framework for 2014-20, as well as diversion of other funds. ‘Various funding sources, including private investments, EU rural development or cohesion funds could be utilised to foster the development of sustainable supply chains and facilities’ (CEC, 2012). In the first year alone, the R&D budget for novel biofuels had a budget of €93m. A new Joint Technology Initiative (JTI) for Bio-Based Industries (BBI) has a budget of €3.8bn, sourcing €1bn from the Horizon 2020 programme budget and the rest from industrial partners (BBI Consortium, 2014). A substantial proportion has been allocated to biorefineries, which aim at ‘Building new value chains based on the development of sustainable biomass collection and supply systems with increased productivity, and improved utilisation of biomass feedstock (incl. co- and byproducts), while unlocking utilisation and valorisation of waste and lignocellulosic biomass’ (BBI Consortium, 2013)

What prospects for biorefinery innovation to help Europe to ‘live within its limits’? (Geoghegan-Quinn, 2012). Although European biorefinery R&D has explored several designs, some already have
become dominant. These decompose biomass relatively more than others, thus consuming more energy and water inputs, as well as generating more pollutants than other potential designs. This pathway gives priority to renewable carbon rather than a low-carbon economy (Nieddu et al., 2012).

A major driver is the search for identical or functional substitutes – ‘a strategy which is intended to maintain the existing chemical industry’ (ibid.). There are also doubts about energy efficiency of large-scale biorefineries. The lower the effort in collecting and transporting feedstock, the greater the energy return on energy input or investment – a ratio known as EROI. In practical contexts, higher EROI conflicts with operators’ economic advantage in economies of scale (Spangenberg and Settele, 2009).

Some NGOs have denounced the Commission for research agendas favouring private interests, e.g. agbiotech, GM trees and conversion techniques. Critics foresee these agendas as promoting the harmful spread of crop monocultures: ‘promotion of agrofuel production in Latin America for the European market is likely to lead to further expansion of monocultures, destroying natural habitat and replacing small-scale farming systems’ (CEO, 2009).

**Technofixes: critical perspectives**

Sustainability issues about a future bioeconomy, as outlined above, encompass divergent problem definitions and future visions. Such issues can be illuminated by linking several critical perspectives: socio-technical imaginaries, the techno-fix as a performative device, the rebound effect and capital accumulation by dispossession. Together these help to identify and question socio-political assumptions around biorefineries.

When diagnosing societal problems, narratives involve future visions that can be analysed as imaginaries – ‘representations of how things might or could or should be’. These imaginaries may be institutionalised and routinised as networks of practices (Fairclough, 2010). Hence an imaginary prefigures a potential new reality, including an objective and a strategy to operationalise it (ibid.).

As a theoretical concept in Science and Technology Studies (STS), sociotechnical imaginaries are ‘collectively imagined forms of social life and social order reflected in the design and fulfilment of nation-specific scientific and/or technological projects’ (Jasanoff & Kim, 2009). Imaginaries either describe attainable futures or prescribe futures that states believe ought to be attained. The concept can help to analyse how ‘national S&T projects encode and reinforce particular conceptions of what a nation stands for’ (ibid.).

A sociotechnical imaginary includes several aspects: the purposes of S&T, the public good to be served, participation in steering, by what means, and means to resolve controversies about the pace or direction of R&D. In this way, sociotechnical imaginaries underlie and drive policies:

Such policies balance distinctive national visions of desirable futures driven by science and technology against fears of either not realizing those futures or causing unintended harm in the pursuit of technological advances. S&T policies thus provide unique sites for exploring the role of political culture and practices in stabilizing particular imaginaries, as well as the resources that must be mobilized to represent technological trajectories as being in the ‘national interest’ (ibid.).

As regards future biorefineries, socio-technical imaginaries envisage ways to reduce GHG emissions. Amidst controversy over whether conventional biofuels do so, these were portrayed as a transitional phase towards second-generation biofuels. This techno-fix in turn attracted doubts and criticism, though not yet a high-profile controversy.

Such issues have different emphases across the Atlantic. The US imaginary has focused on more efficient ways to expand and use domestic biomass for lowering dependence on oil, especially through second-generation biofuels. Debate there has focused on environmental sustainability implications, especially for the US itself. With broader ambitions, the EU imaginary seeks to make biomass a more flexible input for several aims – replacing oil, reducing overall resource burdens, integrating industrial sectors and gaining intellectual property. Towards these aims, converging technologies facilitate biomass decomposability for flexibly extending global value chains (Levidow et al., 2012). EU debate encompasses the broad range of putative societal benefits. Some NGOs question whether the biorefinery agenda serves the public good or private-sector interests, especially in the global South which would supply substantial biomass.
Such doubts have historical precedents. Most technological solutions to societal problems have been ineffective in such respects or even extended harm, especially through economic growth (Huesemann & Huesemann, 2011). Techno-fixes and growth often have been complementary through claims to enhance efficiency, thus attributing resource burdens to inefficiency. Yet this concept always acquires its meaning from specific political-economic aims and so cannot explain difficulties or changes in resource usage. By promising resource-efficiency, a techno-fix can play a self-fulfilling role; it performs, facilitates and naturalizes a specific development pathway, regardless of whether its original expectations are fulfilled.

Its performative role naturalises growth in market demand, while pre-empting alternative societal pathways. In the neoliberal era, the extension of markets has been linked with the technological fix, which ‘relies on the coercive powers of competition.’ This ‘becomes so deeply embedded in entrepreneurial common sense, however, that it becomes a fetish belief that there is a technological fix for each and every problem’ (Harvey, 2005).

For a long time, technoscientific advance has been expected to reduce pressure on natural resources. Low productivity is often blamed for food shortages, environmental destruction, and deforestation, as if these were essentially technical problems. Yet the causal relation is often the reverse; technological advance has facilitated efforts to intensify land use, sometimes to the point of large-scale deforestation (Hecht, 2007; also Angleson and Kaimowitz, 2001).

The deforestation example illustrates an apparent paradox which has a long history. With each technological advance towards greater efficiency, optimistic expectations have conflated two different effects: more efficient technology reduces resource usage per unit output, so this improvement will lower overall resource usage. The latter prediction assumes that production serves a finite output, yet this has been repeatedly contradicted by economic growth. For example, after James Watt’s steam engine improved the efficiency of earlier designs, England’s coal consumption greatly increased, especially as the steam engine provided cheaper energy to a wider range of industries. From that outcome, William Stanley Jevons put forward a general proposition that greater technological efficiency in using a resource tends to increase its usage (Jevons, 1866).

Jevons’ paradox about greater resource usage has been repeatedly vindicated. The outcome seems paradoxical only if production is understood mainly as fulfilling human needs, or at least a finite demand. Rather, resource usage is driven by financial incentives to supply expanding markets (Polimeni et al., 2009). Likewise economists have studied the rebound effect, whereby more efficient or higher-quality energy has often stimulated greater usage – sometimes even exceeding the efficiency gains, thus contradicting the original aims or claims for resource conservation (Sorrell, 2009). Along those lines, more productive trees both stimulate and accommodate demand, already threatening water resources and soil fertility in US forests. Whenever biorefineries eventually cheapen conversion of non-edible feedstock, the lower cost will plausibly incentivise the expansion of agro-industrial methods, irrigation burdens, etc.

More fundamentally, the private appropriation of natural resources facilitates their greater usage. Technoscientific innovations have been celebrated for greater efficiency, yet this has depended on plunder of human and natural resources, especially in the agro-forestry sector. Through such innovations, multinational corporations have a long history of colonizing ‘a multitude of new spaces that could not previously be colonized either because the technology or the legal rights were not available’ (Paul and Steinbrecher, 2003). Land access has been expanded by formally withdrawing traditional land rights and/or bypassing them through violence. Incentives come partly from eco-efficient innovations which can more easily extract and convert raw materials for biorefineries – both in the past and future.

More generally, capital accumulation has depended upon ‘the endless commodification of human and extra-human nature’ (Moore, 2010). Further to Jevons’ example of the steam engine, its success ‘was unthinkable without the vertical frontiers of coal mining and the horizontal frontiers of colonial and white-settler expansion in the long nineteenth century’ (ibid.). Cheap or nearly free raw materials have been supplied by cheap labour, which remains the ultimate source of surplus value. Capital-intensive technological innovation increases the organic composition of capital, i.e. the ratio of dead labour to living labour. This reduces the proportion of living labour, thus tendentially limiting surplus value. To overcome this limit, surplus value has generally expanded by appropriating more human and natural resources: ‘hence the centrality of the commodity frontier in modern world history, enabling the rapid mobilization, at low cost (and maximal coercion), of epoch-making ecological surpluses’ (ibid.).
Industrialization is popularly associated with technological innovation, as if this were the crucial stimulus.

And yet every epoch-making innovation has also marked an audacious revolution in the organization of global space, and not merely in the technics of production…. The revolutionary achievements were made through plunder as much as through productivity. This dialectic of productivity and plunder works so long as there are spaces that new technical regimes can plunder – cheap energy, fertile soil, rich mineral veins (Moore, 2010).

Thus a new ‘organization of global space’ remains essential for realizing the profitability of technological innovation. For example, African people’s secure land tenure impedes global market opportunities for feedstock to supply biorefineries, so this obstacle must be removed (cf. WEF, 2010, cited above).

From this critical perspective on political-economic drivers, more eco-efficient technoscientific innovation depends upon and stimulates plunder. This remains an essential feature of capital accumulation by dispossession (Harvey, 2003). The causality can operate in both directions: opportunities and imperatives for plunder can shape technoscientific innovation. Moreover, future cornucopian expectations justify policy measures to subsidise industry, socialise the cost and privatise the benefits (Block and Keller, 2011). As a promissory device, a techno-fix performs, facilitates, and naturalizes a specific development pathway, while eluding accountability for its beneficent promises. Together the above perspectives help to question, or even contradict, the techno-optimistic assumptions of the biorefinery agenda.

**Conclusion: Techno-fix for resource constraints?**

An eco-efficient bioeconomy, combining environmental sustainability and economic advantage, has been widely promoted to alleviate resource constraints of rising global demand. An integrated, diversified biorefinery would process various non-food biomass – e.g. straw, post-harvest residues in agricultural fields and forests, energy crops grown on ‘marginal land’, bio-waste, etc. Thanks to future technology, these renewable resources would be converted in more efficient, diverse ways. Horizontal integration across industries – energy, chemicals, transport, etc. – would provide synergies in flexibly selecting and processing resources.

Such putative solutions pre-define the sustainability problem as inefficiency. A techno-optimistic cornucopian vision assumes that resource constraints arise mainly from dependence on fossil fuel and/or edible biomass, alongside inefficient techniques for converting alternative biomass sources. Together such assumptions have justified policy measures favouring or creating markets for future techno-fixes. In somewhat different ways, the US and EU have elaborated socio-technical imaginaries promoting such agendas as the public good.

State-industry partnerships seek technoscientific innovation providing input-substitutes for fossil fuels within current infrastructures. As a key priority, ‘drop-in fuels’ seek exact substitutes for petrol, thus reinforcing the internal combustion engine. Biorefinery R&D prioritises biomass-decomposition techniques which likewise reinforce current patterns.

This agenda favours economic advantage for the upper parts of the global value chain (e.g. high-value products and proprietary knowledge), drives the lower parts into greater competition to supply cheap biomass and intensifies various burdens on natural resources, especially soil and water. Market incentives favour R&D on faster-growing, water-demanding trees whose large-scale cultivation would further turn forests into industrial plantations, degrade water quality and aggravate drought problems. In those ways, biorefinery innovation trajectories have the same drivers as previous ones expanding global demand for food, feed, fuel, etc.

Their harmful effects have many historical precedents:

- Eco-efficient techno-fixes have intensified the resource problems that they were meant to alleviate, especially through rebound effects, originally called the Jevons Paradox.
- Global space has been reorganised through dispossession (e.g. land grabs, resource commoditisation, cheap labour, etc.) as a basis for more resource-efficient technology to become profitable.
Those historical precedents provide grounds to suspect that more efficient, flexible biomass conversion will strengthen financial incentives to intensify resource extraction, especially by industrialising agri-forestry systems. For their economic viability, such techno-fixes depend on cheapening resource supplies without paying their societal and environmental costs. Greater environmental sustainability is conflated with private-sector interests; this agenda socialises risks of R&D costs, while privatising benefits of consequent products or intellectual property.

In such ways, the sustainability promise of eco-efficient biorefineries naturalises current production-consumption patterns and rising market demand as external objective forces to be accommodated. Techno-fixes play a performative role in reinforcing those patterns, regardless of whether or when future technologies fulfil their promise of greater resource efficiency. Such critical perspectives will be essential for opening up the dominant policy framework to alternative problem-diagnoses and societal futures.
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Organisational Sources of Documents

Each body is followed by a self-description, with no comment on its claims.

**Global bodies**
GFC: Global Forest Coalition, an international coalition of NGOs and indigenous peoples’ organizations defending social justice and the rights of forest peoples in forest policies.
IAE: International Energy Agency, an autonomous organisation which works to ensure reliable, affordable and clean energy for its 29 member countries and beyond.
UNEP: United Nations Environment Programme, the leading global environmental authority that sets the global environmental agenda.
WEF: World Economic Forum, the international institution for public-private cooperation to shape the global, regional, national and industry agendas; holds annual meetings in Davos.

**US context**
EIA: US Energy Information Administration collects, analyzes, and disseminates independent and impartial energy information to promote sound policymaking, efficient markets, and public understanding of energy and its interaction with the economy and the environment.
NABC: North American Agricultural Biotechnology Council addresses the central questions of agricultural biotechnology from a multi-constituency perspective; members are research institutions involved in activities that support agricultural biotechnology research and development.
USDA: United States Department of Agriculture provides leadership on food, agriculture, natural resources, rural development, nutrition, and related issues based on public policy, the best available science, and effective management.
US DoE: US Department of Energy is a governmental department aiming to advance energy technology and promote related innovation in the United States.
USFS: US Forest Service aims to sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of the nation’s forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present and future generations.

**EU context**
AEA Technology: a UK consultancy dealing with energy, climate change and data management issues.
bio-economy.net: joint website of Europabio and ESAB (European Federation of Biotechnology Section on Applied Biocatalysis).
Biofrac: Biofuel Research Advisory Council (until 2006), predecessor of the EBTP.
BioMatNet: Biological Materials for Non-Food Products. Information database from EC-supported projects concerning the development of renewable bioproducts and biofuels.
CEC: Commission of the European Communities, executive policy-making and budgetary body of the European Union.
DSCR: Danish Council for Strategic Research funds research aiming at finding solutions to challenges facing Danish society; led a bioeconomy report for an EU-wide conference.
EBTP: European Biofuels Technology Platform aims to contribute to the development of cost-competitive world-class biofuels value chains and the creation of a healthy biofuels industry, and to accelerate the sustainable deployment of biofuels in the European Union, through a process of guidance, prioritisation and promotion of research, technology development and demonstration.
EPOBIO: an international project of ‘Science to Support Policy’, funded by the European Commission in the Sixth Framework Programme (approx. 2002-2006) and with the cooperation of USDA.
EuropaBio: European Association for Bioindustries aims to promote an innovative and dynamic biotechnology base in Europe; membership includes a wide range of corporate members and industry associations involved in biotechnology throughout Europe.